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1. About the Code

The code is hosted on GitHub, and currently consists of three 
different Python scripts. Two of the scripts automatically 
convert specified proprietary file formats to open formats 
(e.g., .pptx to .pdf) and check if R and Python code is valid, 
printing any errors encountered if it is not. One of the scripts 
goes through all folders in a directory, converts files to open 
formats, and deletes files in proprietary formats when 
complete, and the other only checks and converts files in the 
current folder and leaves all files intact. The third script 
searches through uploads to the Texas Data Repository within 
a specified date range and outputs  a .xlsx or .csv with the 
dataverses and their files, flagging files with proprietary 
extensions by highlighting them in red.

4. Other Dataverse Projects in Python

There are two Python libraries designed to work 
with the Dataverse Software APIs:

• pyDataverse, which primarily allows 
developers to manage Dataverse collections, 
datasets and datafiles.

• dataverse-client-python, a library for writing 
Python applications that make use of Dataverse
APIs v4.0. 

These projects, as well as my own scripts, have 
been made available on GitHub, the leading 
website for hosting open access code. GitHub 
allows for a very wide and easy distribution of 
code, as well as modification and duplication of 
the code by others.

Licensing options vary. I used the GNU General 
Public License, chosen for its very broad openness 
to reuse and modification.

3. Why Python?

Python has a very broad range of users among practitioners of the 
digital humanities, and is commonly used for projects related to 
libraries and archives. For this reason, it has a built-in user base of 
existing practitioners—as well as the many cultural heritage workers 
and developers who are just beginning to learn the language—and is 
very accessible for others who want to use the code and potentially 
modify it to suit their needs.

Working with APIs in Python, as two of these scripts do, is also very 
simple given the built-in Requests library, which further increases 
the accessibility of the project.

2. Why Create the Code?

This code grew out of a working group I participated in at UT-
Austin, in which working group members explored ways to 
improve metadata and reduce proprietary file formats in the 
Texas Data Repository. As a result of these discussions, I 
created this group Python scripts to help promote use of open 
file formats in the repository.

I hope the code will prove useful to the broader community of 
Dataverse users, and that other developers will add to or edit 
the code as the need arises.

5. The Tool’s Future

I plan to write an additional script that will 
evaluate the openness of files already uploaded to 
the Texas Data Repository, allowing users to 
examine and evaluate their own data and files 
uploaded in their dataverses. This script will 
broaden the scope of the project and allow for 
easier modification of projects already uploaded 
into the Texas Data Repository or a similar 
Dataverse installation.
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